Hello Friend!

CONGRATS on taking a BIG leap, and beginning your walk down the tree-lined, beautiful winding road of BITCOIN PROSPERITY.

And, welcome to this sorta-kinda underground world of A-M-A-Z-I-N-G-N-E-S-S !! ;)

Being paid in BITCOIN is truly a LIBERATING experience, freeing us from the constraints of ewallets, merchant accounts, and other such impediments & roadblocks we've all dealt with in the past. Not to mention shady admin who don't pay. P2P (peer-to-peer) payments alleviate that headache entirely. So I think you will LOVE this business model.

Many of us have achieved true Financial Freedom (but more importantly, Time-Freedom) with the Donation/Bitcoin platform. As can you, if you simply follow the steps we've laid out, plug in, and STAY plugged in.

Sooo… Let's Get Started.....

Once you've done the preliminary step on my site (which is just registering for the 3 businesses in the TRIFECTA) then you'll want to complete the process by following the Setup and Funding steps closely, which finalizes your positioning. (You are NOT locked into the 3 matrixes until you complete the subsequent steps.)

Those steps can be found either by clicking the "Directions" button right beneath where you joined on my site:

http://__________________________________  (click "TAP IN")

Or you can them by visiting this direct link:

http://tapintothetrifecta.com/index.php/directions

As you probably know, time is of the essence in a Matrix - and especially in a Team Build, where the potential for spillover exists, and is a strong possibility/probability. So you'll want to get those setup steps done as quickly as you can after registering! (There is also a countdown timer on all 3 sites, that will run down on you if you don't complete your steps in a timely manner. Incomplete accounts get swept out and deleted every few days - don't let that happen to you, as re-enrolling would push you further down the matrix.)

That's all. Email me if you have any additional questions. I'll be more than happy to assist.

Your partner in success,

______________________

